Abstract. The maintenance of military aircraft is complex and exhaustive, requiring an accurate training program. This process is not fault tolerant and requires certification renewal periodically. Furthermore, the process involves many professionals and resources, requiring phases of maintenance and verification of the tasks. Cooperation between professionals in the overall process is essential and requires strong team coordination. It is a highly costly process, since aircrafts are scarce and their readiness is essential for missions, and it requires a scheduling effort between all team members and aircrafts. The availability of tools that allow intensive training without aircraft presence is an asset to the maintenance squadrons. Virtual worlds have simulation and collaboration capabilities to implement this process. This paper presents a software architecture developed for training engine maintenance squadrons for certification, using virtual worlds platforms. This architecture is being tested in cooperation with the Portuguese Air Force and an engine maintenance squadron of F-16 aircrafts.
Introduction
The maintenance of military aircrafts is a complex, rigorous, delicate and exhaustive process requiring a very accurate training program and a renewal of certification in regular periods of time. The process involves a large number of physical resources and several people, requiring phases of maintenance and verification of the performed tasks. Cooperation between team members in both phases is essential to the success of the overall process. Moreover there is a special concern regarding the coordination of every team task. Concerning the material resources needed, the process involves high costs, since aircrafts are scarce and their readiness is essential for participation in air force missions. This implies a scheduling effort that requires the simultaneous availability of maintenance crews and aircrafts. In this context, the availability of a software tool which allows a more intensive and frequent training of the team without the physical presence of a real aircraft is an asset to the maintenance squadrons of the Air Force. Virtual worlds have characteristics, including simulation and collaboration capabilities and the 3D environment, which are adequate to implement the process in a virtual environment. This paper presents a software architecture developed for training engine maintenance squadrons in virtual worlds, in order to perform the required preparation for the certifications required regularly in a virtual environment. This architecture is being tested in a real case that involves collaboration with the Portuguese Air Force and an engine maintenance squadron of F-16 aircrafts. The current implementation allows mechanics teams to train the operations of attaching and detaching an engine into the F-16 aircraft, as specified in its technical orders. For every step in the maintenance process, the user is allowed to take the initiative to grab a tool and operate it, but the system ensures that he does it in the right sequence and acting coordinated with other team members. However, the system was designed to allow the future introduction of error margins, lack of coordination, and erroneous procedures, in order to observe the consequences of incorrect operation. The architecture separates the user interface, built in Open Simulator, from the control system, implemented externally to ensure modularity, evolution and platform independence.
Section 2 presents some background concepts of virtual worlds and its use for educational, training and simulation purposes. Section 3 describes the methodology used in the requirement analysis and section 4 presents the overall system architecture. Finally, some final remarks are presented in section 5, pointing out some conclusions and future directions.
Background
Virtual worlds environments are digital representations of real or imaginary scenarios that intend to simulate reality or compliment it and enable multiple users to be present and communicate with each other [8] . Early virtual environments worlds were based on textual descriptions and interactions, and appeared in 1979 as Multi-User Dungeons (MUD) [5] . Subsequently, the web introduced the concept of the concept evolved into illustrated virtual worlds (known as "graphical MUDs") and 2D/3D immersive virtual environments worlds. The last decade witnessed the emergence of the latter variety, graphic-intensive 3D multiuser virtual worlds that enable people to conduct several distinct activities, ranging from entertainment and socialization, to professional activities like meetings, marketing campaigns, collaborative learning and education/training [1, 4, 8, 3, 6] . This has been particularly noticeable since 2007/2008 [3] .
Nakasone [9] presented Astrosim, a collaborative environment built in Second Life, where users can visualize astronomy simulations. Creutzfeldt [2] presents
